Wikis

A Wiki is a collaboratively constructed webpage. Key examples include Wikipedia (open to the public) or Google Docs (audience can be restricted to the class).

- **Strategies for Using Wikipedia**
  Wikipedia offers guidelines for constructing class assignments, including creation of a course page to identify student-driven edits and collect feedback.

- **Examples of Wikipedia use in the classroom**
  - To teach public scholarship in a [graduate sociology classroom](#)
  - For group projects
  - To teach close reading
  - To [archive teaching materials](#) across instructors

- **Examples of Google Doc use in the classroom**
  - To allow students to [collaboratively review grant proposals](#)
  - To gather [midway anonymous student feedback](#)
  - To collaboratively [collect data in a lab class](#)
  - To [develop cases](#)
  - For [student-generated high-level test questions](#)